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Having also discussed with other organisations who are pro-actively
in pursuit for research projects (funding), the importance of
introducing ways to re-engineer our industrial world so that the least
harm is made to diversity is an honourable goal in environmental
sciences. reading newspapers we have many eNGOs advocating
rights of protecting species (whilst certain institutions do not
Comment has been noted.
advocate human rights very holistically as they are separately
criticised) and whilst we ask for ethics, we really need to see whether
the other basics are covered first and foremost as our human
psychology is theorised to think in this manner (Maslow, 1984)
whilst, the animal world is made of species that by far and large
consist of invertebrate or vertebrate living beings.
I admit to have left my natural sciences to encyclopaedias, therefore
it is viable to transform such sites to touristic sites so that they can
be protected even from pollution with appropriate process re- Comment has been noted.
engineering.
I did write a few basic blog write ups as well, these are basic for your
experts I think I posted them to http://www.blogger.com clearly we
need not just to protect legally but to seek ways to merge our
civilised (sub-civilised reading certain newspapers and court reports Comment has been noted.
and excuse the pun) world with re-engineering of technologies,
where we really need to go beyond micro-management and start
researching the stratosphere at some point as well.
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The marine environment is clearly polluted by fossil fuels and there
are fuel market issues whilst we seem not to be able to live without
a private vehicle given the luxurious increase of car ownership I have
observed even in my own neighbourhood where traits of equality
Comment has been noted.
may be evident to some but not be evident to others as this is a
private matter. It is true that what comes from the earth must return
to the earth (life expectancy being the difference to be estimated in
insurance actuary tables for commercial risk tables).
Interesting profitable activities have been initiated by some
entrepreneurs and some can be seen as philantropic as well in the
citizenship initiative sphere such as the establishment of bicycle
advocacy groups and other eNGOs and all that thinking power is or
can be positively influential (there being some resource related
stumbling blocks as well you know how it goes with markets, terms
and conditiions and certain stubborn administrators). In the wider
Comment has been noted.
sense I believe that even monetary policy can be adjusted so if we
were to take Darwin's Origin of Species theory, there is more
research we can do to undertake more initiatives into finding about
synthetic materials, renewable materials, avoiding to incinerate
waste, re-manufacturing organic waste which we seem to be doing
and measuring emissions and other variables for purpose of
statistics which is an academic fascination by far and large (audit).
I did have ideas discussed with members of my community where
skill seems to be in abundant (non-accredited possibly not sure I do
not verify everyone's academic credentials as a way of life even
though some other recruiters do verify every line of text written to
Comment has been noted.
them in a perfectionist and European way of discriminating), some
projects appear prima facea to be feasible, the stumbling block is
usually the approval process for some reason.
Meanwhile I suggest going to the library and picking up a good book.
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